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Theme    :        Prayers and appellations  
 
 

The following text to this theme was psychically received by the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin (MFK), a 

Christian/Spiritual community, between 1956 and 1975. The transmissions form a part of the Menetekel, a collection 

of protocols of around 4,500 A4 sized pages amassed over 20 years and they have recently been restructured. All of 

these mediumistic messages were left in their original form, even if similar questions were repeated. The work of the 

two automatic writing mediums, Monika-Manuela Speer and Uwe Speer, began when they were 15 and respectively 

17 years old. The total production of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and the 21 

transmissions from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific research. Other 

spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was never achieved. The reproduction 

and distribution of these rearranged messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any 

copyright. 

 

 

 

Preface 
 

Messages from other SPHERES of LIFE of our existence reach all people at all times right around 

the globe. They have an influence in all areas of our being – on our dreams, during the course of 

our daily life’s actions as well as the formation of every type of fantasy and creativity. Our present 

day information age makes it possible to get acquainted with the work of numerous mediators 

between the worlds (Mediums). More and more people profess to their own psychic abilities and 

thereby their contact to other PLANES of EXISTENCES.  

 

It is however important to separate the “proclaimers of catastrophes” from those mediums whose 

profound information allows a fascinating insight into the spiritual universe and other realities.  

 

A condensed resume looks like this: All human beings, all animals and plants are parts of a single 

SOURCE of UNIVERSAL LIFE. – All human souls reincarnate in order to experience specific 

aspects of life through respective life situations. – All human beings presently incarnated on the 

terrestrial plane chose their own situation or have caused this situation themselves. – All human 

beings experience various life situations in order to gain the experiences required for their 

development which in turn communicate an understanding of all the possibilities of living in a 

physical body. – All human beings, if willing, can achieve INNER PEACE, thereby getting closer 

to achieving world peace, once they understand who they really are.  

 
Bad Salzuflen, April 2010   
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Prayers and appellations 
 

Years 1956/57 (incomplete) 

 

Our otherworldly GUIDANCE taught us: 

 

• In the morning, at the beginning of the day, one asks GOD for his HELP. 

 

• In the evening, after the day is done, one thanks GOD for his HELP. 

 

 

A simple prayer for the early morning: 

 

Everything I think. 

everything I plan, 

everything I wish for, 

everything I say, 

everything I do,  

I do with GOD’S HELP. Amen.  

 

Extract from a prayer by the MESSENGER of LIGHT “SILBERBIRKE” (from “Two Worlds”) 

 

YOUR powers can guide the tired, the confused, all those that have lost their way and all those that feel 

that their burden is too heavy for them to carry.  

 

The LIGHT of YOUR TRUTH can disperse the darkness created by the mist of ignorance and 

selfishness so they can consistently cover the rays of a GREATER EXISTENCE. The LIGHT of YOUR 

TRUTH can show YOUR children how to live in order to express YOUR DIVINITY through their daily 

activities. Greed, selfishness, distress, heartache and the unmerciful exploitation through tyrants who 

like to keep so many suppressed, will be dispersed.  

 

It is our sole wish to abolish all limitations and restrictions that oppose the free flow of the POWER of 

YOUR SPIRIT. We know that the removal of these restraints will bring the freedom of mind and body to 

enumerable beings. This is a prayer from YOUR Indian servant who endeavours to serve YOU.   

 

 Appellation: 
 

GREETINGS in the name of GOD! 

GOD is LOVE. Amen. 

Praise JESUS CHRIST. Amen.  

We ask our dear FRIENDS and HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD to come to us and to help us 

in our search for GOD’S LIGHT and TRUTH so it can benefit all human beings. Amen. 

 

Prayer 
 

Almighty GOD and FATHER in heaven, we thank you from the bottom of our heart for YOUR 

great blessings, kindness and compassion. We thank you for all the goodness and beauty of this 

world and the OTHER WORLD and for YOUR wonderful creation throughout the universe. We 

thank you for our life and for our existence, for all YOUR gifts, for our refinement, indoctrination 

and for our daily PROTECTION. We thank you for YOUR wonderful and eternal LOVE. Amen.   

 

 



Closing words: 
 

We thank our dear FRIENDS from the LARGER WORLD for their LOVE and their willingness 

to indoctrinate us and to help us gain wellbeing in every respect. We wish that all our otherworldly 

FRIENDS and GUESTS realise their ascent to HIGHER SPHERES and into GOD’S LIGHT and 

we ask you from the bottom of our heart to take us with you on this journey and to guide us to the 

GREAT LIGHT. Amen.  

 

Prayer by the MESSENGER of LIGHT MARZELLA: 
 
LORD, you are almighty and your love and grace are immense. 

I love you and I place myself completely in your hands. 

I know that you love me too 

and like every human being and every creature on this Earth 

I am sure that you will help me too. 

I believe in YOU! Amen. 

 

Our appellation that is read at all MESSENGERS of LIGHT evenings: 
 

Leader : GREETINGS in the name of GOD! 

  GOD is LOVE. Amen. 

  Praise to JESUS CHRIST for all eternity. Amen.  

 

  We ask our dear FRIENDS and HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD to come to us and 

to help us and guide us in our search for the LIGHT and GOD’S truth, so it may benefit 

and redeem all of mankind. Amen.  

 

  Our otherworldly FRIENDS and GUESTS are cordially invited. We give them our 

LOVE and we feel closely connected to them. May GOD’S LIGHT also enter their 

hearts so they will become CO-HELPERS in GOD’S ORGANIZATION, so it may 

benefit and redeem all of mankind. Amen. 

 

  We salute all our brothers and sisters from others stars and we hope that they will, with 

GOD’S assistance, be successful in bringing help to our planet. Amen.  

 

  PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! Amen.  

 

December 1972 

 

Question : The Lord’s Prayer is an invocation. Is there another, good prayer? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, there is a thanksgiving prayer. It goes: 

 
 “Dear FATHER in heaven, 

  We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all YOUR LOVE, grace and mercy. We thank YOU for 

our life and our existence. 

  We thank YOU for all the goodness and beauty we experience in this life and in other lives and for 

YOUR wonderful creation throughout the universe. 

  We thank YOU for our guidance, for our indoctrinations and for our protection and for YOUR all 

encompassing, wonderful LOVE.  

  AMEN!” 

 



  All of these prayers always depend on the feeling in one’s heart. 

  Every prayer must come from the heart. 

  Words alone do not suffice! 

 

August 1973 

 

The exploration of the spiritual realm 
 

Amongst all the many indoctrinations we receive from the other regions we often find good 

prayers that should act as exemplars.  

 

The MESSENGER of LIGHT SILBERBIRKE transmitted a very beautiful prayer: 

 
 “GREAT SPIRIT, we are the living witnesses of YOUR eternal TRUTH, YOUR MIGHT and YOUR 

irremediable LAWS. We recognise YOU in Mother Nature, which is YOUR divine creation. YOU can be 

seen in the red morning and evening sky, in the glistening stars on the firmament, in the tides, in 

rustling trees, the humming of insects, the azure blueness of the sky, in the minutest parts of the 

diversified, natural order of life. 

 

 You are the spirit that inhabits all of YOUR creatures. You live in human beings as their individual 

consciousness. You elevated the human spirit so that it can participate with YOU in the process of the 

eternally forming creation. YOU endowed human beings with many of YOUR divine characteristics and 

this is why they posses the GIFTS of the MIND that allows them to recognise the wonderful POWERS of 

LIFE, the POWERS of the SPIRIT. The SPIRIT is the POWER that makes life possible and it elevates 

human beings above all of creation. 

 

 The SPIRIT is the POWER that gives human beings the ability to think and to judge, to contemplate and 

to decide and to differentiate, to recognise and comprehend beauty, to gain and to appreciate wisdom 

and to acquire and appreciate knowledge. 

 

 The SPIRIT communicates the inspiration of a GREATER EXISTENCE to human beings and makes 

them capable of helping those that struggle with life’s difficulties.  

 

 Through the POWER of the SPIRIT, human beings recognise the WORLD of the SPIRIT and all the 

inhabitants within that want to help them fulfil their own assignments through service. Only through the 

SPIRIT do human beings become aware of their own place within the great COSMIC PLAN.  

 

 We want to disseminate knowledge so that mankind can solve its assigned tasks and achieve its great 

destiny. This drives the DARKNESS that presently cloaks the LIGHT away – so that a life full of 

wisdom, truth, understanding, harmony and peace can be lived.  

 

 Prerequisites are created where one human being helps another, where they will comprehend their 

close ties to YOU, where they will recognise the meaning of life and above all, where the insight will 

shine that a GREATER EXISTENCE awaits human beings once they have crossed the threshold of the 

door people call the ‘door of death’”.  

 

This appellation, based on an insight, contains an eminent doctrine for us: 

 

• Positive SPIRIT GUIDES all say the same.  

 

• Their messages are international and super-denominational.  

 

Japan also produces some very good revelations. This is quite remarkable, because the Japanese 

never had any Christian ties up to now.  

 



When one talks about “Christian doctrine” one finds that it bears the attributes of philanthropy, 

cooperativeness and tolerance all over the world.  

 

October 1973 

 

The exploration of the spiritual realm 
 

Wherever spiritualism is fostered one finds that this religion also plays an important role in the 

hereafter. As is the custom in the spiritual realm, the SPIRIT GUIDES transmit a prayer every 

now and then.  

 

The soul of the American Indian SILBERBIRKE transmitted the following prayer in England: 

 
 “GREAT WISE SPIRIT, through our prayers we strive to elevate us to the highest, noblest and purest 

we can achieve. In YOU we recognise absolute LOVE and WISDOM and the ETERNAL SPIRIT that 

governs our whole existence. The human spirit is so minute in comparison that it is unable to 

comprehend YOU completely and all concepts are therefore only weak reflections of the absolute truth. 

 

 But we can understand the miracle of the infallible, natural LAW in spite of this, because YOUR whole 

universe with YOUR LOVE encompasses everything within it with harmony and fidelity, it is without 

terror, mistakes or blemish. The divine ORDER made provisions for even the smallest living thing, 

everything moves harmoniously and everything flows in a divine RHYTHM according to a cosmic 

model.  

 

 All YOUR children occupy their specific place within this divine FRAMEWORK; each makes a 

considerable contribution to the unified whole, because every divine SPARK allows the divine FLAME 

to grow.  

 

 We endeavour to expand the existence of an INFINITE SPIRIT; a SPIRIT that is powerfully present in 

every embryo, every child so that all are able to recognise the divine BAND that supports them and 

sustains them – so that all comprehend that they all belong together and that they are all intrinsically 

connected to YOU.  

 

 It is part of our assignment to show all the SOURCE of their strength, knowledge and judiciousness so 

that they are encouraged to express their positive characteristics more powerfully in order to reach the 

HEIGHTS that are presently out of reach for them, so that they gain access to the RICHES of the 

SPIRIT that awaits them. An enormously rich SPIRITUAL TREASURE awaits them.  

 

 Hordes of sages constantly wish to enlighten and enrich the situation with the knowledge they acquired 

during their services within an eminent field of activity. The things that are in the way are the 

agglomeration of prejudices, perversions, superstitions and ignorance; all of this is a part of the 

DARKNESS that affects the human existence. 

 

 We want to illuminate this DARKNESS with the LIGHT of KNOWLEDGE, so that all human beings can 

be guided by the truth and know that they are surrounded by LOVE everywhere. We like to bring about 

a situation where they become aware of the rich inheritance of their higher assignation so that they can 

live their lives in concordance with the truth. 

 

 This is the prayer of YOUR Indian servant who tries to serve you.”  

 

This prayer, stemming from the spiritual realm, reveals the whole perspective that is at the 

disposal of SPIRIT GUIDES – and we recognise how they see and assess the situation in our 

world. Enormous SPIRITUAL RICHES await those that already bother about the spiritual realm 

whilst on Earth and show an interest in their spiritual existence in its regions. We can however 

also see that races and various social classes can not recognise a difference in the spiritual realm.  

 



October 1975 

 

Question : Most people have forgotten how to pray. The Lord’s Prayer is regarded a good 

example of a prayer. Do you agree? 

 

AREDOS : The Lord’s Prayer is on no account a good example of a prayer. Comparing the bible’s 

Lord’s Prayer with the LORD’S PRAYER according to the DIVINE TRUTH, the 

reader can recognise the human hand that unscrupulously changed the text thereof. 

 

  The sentence in verse 13 of the bible’s Lord’s Prayer, 

 
   “And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.”   

   

  is in itself such an impudent reversal of the truth, that is can only be called a 

blasphemy. It is not GOD, as expressed here, that is leading man into temptation, but 

the devil, something that happened to JESUS CHRIST, Matthew 4 in the bible, and 

continuous to happen to terrestrial man.  

 

  This is why you should rather pray: 

 
   “And guide us when we’re tempted.” 

 

  There is however an even better thanksgiving prayer. It goes: 

 
“Dear FATHER in heaven, 

 We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all your LOVE, grace and mercy.  

We thank you for our life and our existence. 

 We thank YOU for all the goodness and beauty we experience in this life and in OTHER 

LIVES and for your wonderful creation throughout the universe. 

 We thank YOU for our guidance, for our indoctrinations and for our PROTECTION and for 

your all encompassing, wonderful LOVE.  

 AMEN!” 

 

 

- The End - 
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